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There are many musical entertainers throughout the world, who satisfy 
audiences with their various acts. However, there are only a few, who 
totally commit themselves and give unforgettable performances on 
every occasion, and with an overwhelming passion, that mesmerises 
his fans. One such entertainer is MIKA or Michael Holbrook Penniman 
Jr, the world-renowned singer and pianist who has thrilled audiences 
at festivals all around the word. The Lushington Entertainment Group 
has arranged to hold MIKA’s first major live show in Singapore on the 
14th of June 2010 at the Max Pavilion. 

Although the BRIT award winning singer-songwriter is currently based 
in London, MIKA was born in Lebanon to a Lebanese mother and 
American father, and later, he grew up in Paris. With his multi-cultural 
background, MIKA has a solid appreciation of music from different 
countries, and with this musical talent, he created two successful 
albums, Life in Cartoon Motion and The Boy Who Knew Too Much. He 
has become well established in the music industry, with many 
commentators comparing him to Elton John, Robbie Williams or David 
Bowie. 

When MIKA performs at international venues, he consistently leaves a 
strong impression, and during each performance, he changes the 
format of each show by incorporating a different fun theme every 
time. The head of marketing for Direct Rooms, Lek Boonlert, suggests, 
that “because of MIKA’s popularity, anyone intending to see the show, 



and stay in Singapore, should select their hotel in Singapore sooner 
rather than later”. 

Contact Details: About DirectRooms 

DirectRooms is an independent discount hotel reservations company 
based in Asia. Established and online since 2000 with over 45,000 
hotels worldwide. 

For further information please contact Lek Boonlert: 

Email: lek@directrooms.com 
Tel: + 66 (0)76 241 145 
Website: http://directrooms.com 
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